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SURGERY FIRST ORTHOGNATHIC APPROACH: AN ALTERNATE 
TO CONVENTIONAL ORTHOGNATHIC APPROACH                                                             

The Conventional Orthognathic Approach (COA) for correction 
of skeletal malocclusion in adult patients consist of a variable 
length of pre-surgical orthodontic preparation accomplishing 
a majority of orthodontic tooth movements to reveal the true 
skeletal discrepancy and obtain a precise and stable occlusion 
post-surgically. This is followed by orthognathic surgery. Minor 
tooth movements like settling of occlusion are carried out during 
post-surgical orthodontics. This lead to development of a new 
approach for ortho-surgical correction; Surgery First Orthog-
nathic Approach popularly known as SFOA in which aesthetics 
is restored first (by immediate surgery and eliminating the phase 
of pre-surgical orthodontics) followed by occlusal corrections 
by routine orthodontic treatment utilising Regional Acceleratory 
Phenomenon (RAP). This review paper highlights various as-
pects of SFOA to augment our existing understanding in this as-
pect of ortho-surgical correction. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In today's clinical practice, an increasing number 

of adult patients are approaching the orthodontic 

clinics and opting for orthognathic surgery for 

cosmetic correction of their face. This is on a 

belief that a better facial appearance will fetch 

them a better job, a better spouse, a better social 

acceptance and a better Quality Of Life (QOL). 

For these cosmetic corrections in adults, various 

treatment options are available (Fig. 1). Out of 

these options, conventional three stage 

orthognathic approach (COA) is a time tested 

modality which has produced excellent results 

through decades. COA consists of an 

unpredictable length of pre-surgical orthodontic 

preparation accomplishing a majority of 

orthodontic tooth movements to obtain a precise 

and stable occlusion post-surgically. This is 

followed by orthognathic surgery. Minor tooth 

movements like settling of occlusion are carried 

out during post-surgical orthodontics (Fig. 2). In 

COA, the aim of pre-surgical orthodontic 

preparation is to reveal the true skeletal 

discrepancy of the patient which may be masked 

by tooth positions if surgery is carried out on a 

non-decompensated occlusion [1-3]. 

DEVELOPMENT OF A NEW CONCEPT - 

SURGERY FIRST ORTHOGNATHIC 

APPROACH (SFOA)  

The COA approach, though is time tested and 

have produced excellent functional and 

aesthetic results, is associated with several 

challenges such as a long phase of pre-surgical 

orthodontics and an increased total treatment 

time [4]. Apart from this, in COA, the occlusion 

of the patient is prepared first during pre-surgical 

orthodontic preparation and this is followed by 

restoration of profile or aesthetics of the patients 

by orthognathic surgery. This gave rise to profile 

versus occlusion dichotomy i.e. whether to treat 

the profile which is the chief complain of the 

patient first or prepare the occlusion first [5]. This 

dichotomy motivated the researchers and 

clinicians to develop a new approach for ortho-

surgical correction: Surgery First Orthognathic 

Approach popularly known as SFOA in which 

aesthetics is restored first (by immediate surgery 

and eliminating the phase of pre-surgical 

orthodontics) followed by occlusal corrections by 

routine orthodontic treatment utilising Regional 

Acceleratory Phenomenon (RAP). The basic 

concept behind SFOA is reduction in the total 

treatment time by elimination of the pre-surgical 

orthodontic phase and soft tissue imbalance 

which accompany the dentofacial deformity (Fig. 

3) [4-6]. SFOA is based upon one patient two 

problem concept, wherein, skeletal and dental 

problems are considered as two separate 

problems in a single patient. In SFOA, the 

skeletal problems are corrected first by 

immediate orthognathic surgery on a non-

decompensated occlusion; setting up an 

Intended Transitional Occlusion (ITO) to 

address the second problem (i.e. the dental 

problem) with routine orthodontic treatment 

which gets accelerated due to post-surgical RAP 

[7].  

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Though the concept of SFOA has been 

popularised recently, it is not a new concept. The 

first orthognathic surgical procedure carried out 

by Simon Hullihen was a surgery first approach 

to correct a protrusive mandibular alveolar 

segment by sub-apical osteotomy surgery. 

There was, however, no orthodontic involvement 

in the case and it led to edge-to-edge incisors 

post-surgically [8]. Skaggs JE raised the issue of 

timing of surgery in orthognathic procedures and 

suggested that surgery before orthodontic 

treatment may be instituted in patients with 

minimal dental problems [9]. Behrman SJ and 

Behrman DA suggested that we should build the 

house first (i.e. correct the skeletal bases first) 

and then move the furniture (i.e. correct the 

dentition) [10]. Brachvogel P also supported this 

approach and suggested to achieve a class I 

skeletal relation first before orthodontic tooth 

movement [11]. But it is Nagasaka H et al, 

whose case report is often considered as the first 

clinical application of SFOA [3] and numerous 

studies have been published on this approach 

since then. 
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WHY SFOA? 

SFOA was primarily developed to overcome 

certain challenges associated with COA like: 

1.  A long phase of pre-surgical orthodontics 

in COA: Pre-surgical orthodontics is the most 

time consuming phase in COA with mean 

duration of 7-47 months as per various studies. 

During this period, the patient often develops 

problems like dental caries, periodontal 

problems like gingival recession, 

Temporomandibular Joint (TMJ) problems, pain 

and low self esteem [12, 13].  This increased 

duration is due to time consumed in dental 

decompensation, leveling and alignment, 

establishing arch compatibility and placement of 

stabilizing arch wires in order to achieve a solid 

occlusion post-surgically [1,2]. This phase is 

totally eliminated in SFOA and orthognathic 

surgery is carried out directly on a non-

decompensated occlusion. This significantly 

reduces the total treatment duration in these 

patients [1,12,13]. 

2.   Increased total treatment duration in 

COA:  Apart from eliminating pre-surgical 

orthodontics, the other factors contributing to 

reduced treatment duration in SFOA are: early 

restoration of oral equilibrium and accelerated 

post-surgical orthodontics due to utilization of 

RAP in SFOA. This reduction in treatment time 

has been one of the most important 

characteristics that have made this approach 

appealing to patients, surgeons, and 

orthodontists [1,4,14]. 

Early restoration of oral equilibrium in SFOA: 

Let us take an example of a skeletal class III 

patient treated successfully with COA (Fig. 4). 

Here, we can appreciate that during correction 

of natural dental compensations in such 

patients; which involves proclination of lower 

anteriors and lower lip; and retroclination of 

upper anteriors and upper lip, the existing soft-

tissue disharmony is aggravated and the 

orthodontist has to work against the soft tissue 

resistance of lips and tongue, thereby 

consuming more treatment time. Whereas, there 

is early restoration of oral equilibrium with SFOA 

(Fig. 5) and the orthodontist has Class I skeletal 

bases to work upon. This significantly reduces 

the total treatment time [1,4,14,15].  

Accelerated orthodontic tooth movement by 

utilization of RAP:  Studies have shown that 

there is phase of rapid tooth movement about 01 

week to 03 months post surgery due to RAP 

induced by surgical trauma to the jaw bones. 

There is rapid bone turn over during this phase 

due to secretion of biomarkers such as Alkaline 

Phosphatase (ALP) and C-terminal telopeptide 

of Type I collagen. SFOA advocates early 

initiation of post- surgical orthodontics to utilise 

this phenomenon to accelerate tooth movement 

and reduce treatment time [1, 4,14,15]. 

Literature reveals that RAP is a primary reason 

to advocate SFOA to considerably reduce the 

treatment time [1,7]. Jeong WS in their study 

observed an average treatment time of 14.6 

months in SFOA cases compared to 22 months 

in patients treated by COA [16]. Treatment time 

as low as 07 months have been reported with 

SFOA [17]. 

3.   Psychological factors due to transient 

worsening of facial profile in COA: Studies 

have shown that there is a transient worsening 

of facial profile in COA after dental 

decompensation (particularly in Class III 

patients) (Fig. 4) which leads to reduced 

psychological well-being and self-esteem in 

these patients. However, there is immediate 

improvement in the profile of the patient after 

SFOA and leads to higher patient satisfaction. 

This has made this modality more appealing; 

especially amongst Class III patients (Fig. 5) [13-

15, 18,19]. 

INDICATIONS 

The cases suitable for SFOA include those with 

minimal dental crowding and compensations, 

minimal transverse discrepancy, mild/moderate 

curve of Spee, normal/slightly proclined or 

retroclined anteriors, presence of at least 3 

stable occlusal stops and severe cases of 

Obstructive Sleep Apnea (which may benefit 

from immediate improvement in airway post 

surgery) [1,4,13,14]. 
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CONTRAINDICATIONS  

There are no absolute contraindications for 

SFOA and the complexity of treated cases 

depends upon the expertise of the ortho- 

surgical team. However, the cases usually not 

indicated for SFOA are cases with severe facial 

asymmetry, severe dental crowding and 

compensations, severe transverse discrepancy, 

multiple missing/decayed/periodontally 

compromised teeth, patients with TMJ disorders, 

excessive curve of Spee and Class II Division 2 

malocclusion cases (in which pre-orthodontic 

preparation is required to procline the upper 

anteriors). 

DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT PLANNING IN 

SFOA 

Case history, clinical examination, model 

analyses and cephalometric analyses in SFOA 

are done similar to COA. SFOA has short 

treatment duration but a longer time is taken in 

diagnosis and treatment planning to precisely 

plan the final skeletal and soft tissue positions. 

Therefore, a meticulous treatment planning is a 

must. It is imperative to know that in COA, two 

Surgical Treatment Objective/ Prediction 

Tracings (STO) can be done. Any mistake done 

during pre-treatment STO can be corrected 

during pre-surgical STO. But there is no margin 

of error in SFOA as there is only one STO i.e. 

pre-surgical STO and it has to be very 

meticulous. A prospective study to compare 

accuracy of Two Dimensional (2D) versus Three 

Dimensional (3D) prediction techniques 

concluded that both 2D and 3D techniques are 

equally effective in SFOA but 3D technique has 

obvious advantage in cases of facial asymmetry 

[20]. 

During model surgery, the splint is fabricated on 

ITO, which should allow post-surgical tooth 

movements. The intended molar and canine 

relationships can be utilized as guides for 

achieving the ITO. Extractions can be carried out 

intra-operatively to provide space for segmental 

osteotomies and transverse arch coordination. 

The facial and dental midlines are also taken into 

consideration during model surgery and splint 

fabrication [1,4]. There is absolutely no 

difference in the way treatment predictions are 

made between COA and SFOA, only the order 

of procedures is different. In COA, we follow the 

same order as planned (i.e. occlusal 

decompensation followed by surgery), whereas 

in SFOA; the surgery is done first followed by 

planned orthodontic tooth movements. 

TREATMENT PROTOCOL VARIATIONS 

While the basic sequence of procedures in 

SFOA remains similar, different protocols (Fig.6) 

are being used to prepare the patient for surgery, 

perform the surgical procedure, and initiate tooth 

movement. Orthodontists often have their own 

preferences which they have developed in their 

years of practice. There are protocol variations 

in selection of appliance slots i.e. 018” versus 

022" slot. Some even prefer surgery without any 

brackets and use Temporary Anchorage 

Devices (TADs) or even arch-bars (Fig. 7) for 

intra-op stabilisation of surgical splint and to run 

training elastics post-surgically. Some prefer 

surgery on passive stainless steel arch-wire with 

brackets placed along the arch-wire while other 

prefer giving artistic bends on stainless steel 

wires to place it on ideally positioned brackets. 

There are protocol variations in the use of splint. 

Some prefer using splint only intra-op to 

immediately start orthodontic treatment post-

surgically (to utilise RAP) while others use splint 

post-operatively for 01-04 weeks followed by 

initiation of orthodontic tooth movement [1,4]. 

POSTOPERATIVE STABILITY AND RELAPSE 

A few studies have concluded that SFOA is a 

predictable approach for management of Class 

III cases [21] while others have observed poorer 

postoperative stability in SFOA than in COA and 

have concluded that patient screening and 

treatment planning should be reviewed carefully 

to compensate for possible postoperative 

relapse when adopting SFOA [22].  

CONCLUSIONS 

Though SFOA is a paradigm shift in 

management of skeletal malocclusion in adult 

cases, it should be used with caution in selected 
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cases only. The margin of error is negligible with 

this approach and a scrupulous treatment 

planning is a must. This approach is 

recommended only in hands of an experienced 

ortho-surgical team. The expertise of the 

Orthodontist and Maxillofacial Surgeon is 

primary determinant for case selection. This 

modality is presently not recommended in 

severe cases.  
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